Introduction
Observations of gamma rays from radioactive nuclei, and, in particular, from 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe, with halflives of 7.2×10 5 yr, 60 yr, and 2.62×10 6 yr (Rugel et al. 2009 ), respectively, provide information about the sites and nature of stellar nucleosynthesis that is difficult to obtain in other ways. For example, the spatial distribution of 26 Al inferred from observation of its gamma rays indicates that their most probable source is massive stars; a comparison with the observed intensity of 60 Fe, 26 Al, and 44 Ti gamma rays provides a stringent test of supernova models; a comparison of the observed intensity of the 26 Al gamma rays and the calculated production of 26 Al in core-collapse supernovae provides an estimate of the rate of supernovae in the galaxy; the failure to observe 44 Ti gamma rays, other than from Cas A may indicate that emission of 44 Ti in supernovae is fairly rare, or that the supernova rate has been overestimated. For a discussion of these issues see Leising & Diehl (2009) ; Diehl et al. (2006a) .
Observations have now yielded accurate gamma ray intensities for these nuclei (Diehl et al. 2006a and the references therein; Wang et al. 2007 ), but the reliability of deductions based on these intensities is limited by our understanding of the production mechanisms that synthesize 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe. For example, estimates of the ratio 60 Fe/ 26 Al have varied greatly as discussed by Limongi & Chieffi (2006) ; Woosley & Heger (2007) . Early calculations by Timmes et al. (1995) are in reasonable agreement with present results, whereas some later calculations using the same supernova code yield much different results. A detailed discussion, tracing these changes to the effects of reaction rate choices, can be found in Woosley & Heger (2007) . Additional uncertainties arising from different astrophysical model assumptions or approximations are discussed in Woosley & Heger (2007) ; Limongi & Chieffi (2006) ; Young & Fryer (2007) . In addition, it appears that yields may be significantly different when simulations are done in two or three dimensions (Meakin & Arnett 2006 ).
The yield uncertainties resulting from reaction rate uncertainties that have been examined previously are mostly for reactions directly involved in the nucleosynthesis processes, but other reaction rate uncertainties may also be important. In their recent study of 26 Al and 60 Fe yields from massive stars Limongi & Chieffi (2006) showed that the amount of C fuel left by the standard helium burning affects all subsequent shell burning episodes and the yields of 26 Al and 60 Fe. Since the yields of 12 C and 16 O at the completion of core helium burning are determined by the rates for the triple-alpha (R 3α ) and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O (R α,12 ) reactions, we expect the yields of 26 Al and 60 Fe to depend on these rates. We have previously shown that the production factors for many isotopes with A < 90 depend strongly on both R 3α and R α,12 (Tur et al. 2007 (Tur et al. , 2009 ).
There have been several studies of the effects of uncertainties in these helium burning rates. Only a few have involved changes in R 3α , mostly for studies of the effects of changes in coupling constants over long time scales. For example, Schattl, et al. (2004) Imbriani, et al. (2001) evolved a 25 M ⊙ star at two values of R α,12 which differ by a ratio of 2.35, corresponding to about 0.7 and 1.6 on the rate scales we use for R α,12 if one normalizes to the value of the rate at 300 keV. We will show a comparison with the Imbriani, et al. results in Section 3. Hoffman, et al. (1999) used two different R α,12 and present results for a 15 M ⊙ star, but also changed many other reaction rates so an accurate comparison with our results is not possible.
It is clear that available studies do not provide a detailed estimate of the variation of the yields of 60 Fe, 26 Al, and 44 Ti with changes in the helium burning rates. This shortcoming is especially important because one anticipates that the variation of the yields with rates might be rapid. The lifetimes of the long lived isotopes depend strongly on the temperature of their environment. For example, Limongi & Chieffi (2006) , note that the lifetime of 26 Al drops to 0.19 yr at log (T /K) = 8.4 and that of 60 Fe to 0.5 yr at log (T /K) = 9. Their yields will then depend on whether or not they are formed in a convective region of the star and are carried relatively quickly to cooler regions. Since the details of the convective structure of a star depend on the helium burning rates, we expect that the production of 60 Fe, 26 Al, and 44 Ti might show a similar sensitivity. A detailed study, with closely spaced rate changes is necessary.
In this paper we describe a systematic study of the changes in supernovae synthesis of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe that result from changes in the helium burning reaction rates and changes in the initial stellar abundances. The emphasis is not on the absolute yields, but on the variations in the yields induced by changes in the helium burning reaction rates and the initial abundances. In total about 200 stars were evolved; the specific values of the helium burning rates used are shown in Fig. 1 of Tur et al. (2007) . We find that over the ±2σ range of rates, the yield changes are large, often a factor of five or more, and that the yields of 60 Fe, and 26 Al often vary rapidly with reaction rate and do not show simple monotonic behavior.
In §2 we present details of the calculations. In §3, we compare our results for the standard values of the helium burning reaction rates to prior calculations (AG89 abundances), and then present the outcome of our rate and abundance changes for the three radioactivities under study. In §4, we discuss other important uncertainties that can impact the yield predictions and compare our results with results of observations. Our conclusions are given in §5.
Stellar models and reaction rates
We used the KEPLER code (Weaver et al. 1978; Rauscher et al. 2002; Woosley et al. 2002) to simulate stellar evolution from standard hydrogen burning up to core-collapse; a piston placed at the base of the oxygen shell was then used to simulate the explosion. The outward velocity of the piston was set to impart a kinetic energy of 1.2×10 51 erg to the ejecta as they escape to infinity. After estimating the fallback from the hydrodynamic supernova simulations, the final yields were determined by employing the parametrization of the mixing that was used by Woosley & Heger (2007) . See Tur et al. (2007) for a more detailed description of the models.
We used the rates of Rauscher & Thielemann (2000) for the 26 Mg(p, n),
Fe(n, γ), and 60 Fe(n, γ) reactions, the rates of Iliadis et al. (2001) for the 25 Mg(p, γ), and 26 Mg(p, γ) reactions, the rates of Fisker, et al. (2001) for the 44 Ti(α, p) reaction, and for 22 Ne(α, n) rate we used the lower limit from (Jaeger et al. 2001 ). The calculations described in this paper were performed over a significant time period. Sometimes the preferred rates changed over that period, but because of our desire for a systematic set of studies, focusing on the rates of the helium burning reactions, we retained our initial choices for the entire set of simulations. We expect that our simulations will provide a reasonable estimate of the relative yield uncertainties resulting from the uncertainties in the helium burning rates, even if other rates or approximations change. A good overview over the reaction rates used can also be found in Rauscher et al. (2002 Caughlan & Fowler (1988) and by 1.2 times the rate recommended by Buchmann (1996) , respectively. The ±1 σ experimental uncertainties were taken to be 12 % and 25 %. We performed calculations for 15 M ⊙ , 20 M ⊙ , and 25 M ⊙ stars and for three different rate sets: (1) R 3α was kept constant at its value from Caughlan & Fowler (1988) , and R α,12 was varied; (2) R α,12 was held constant at 1.2 times the rate recommended by Buchmann (1996) and R 3α was varied; (3) both standard values of the rates were varied by the same factor, so their ratio remained constant, to investigate the extent to which only the ratio of the two rates is important.
We also determined the yields for two different stellar compositions: Lodders (2003) and Anders & Grevesse (1989) , hereafter L03 and AG89. The L03 abundances for C, N, O, Ne are rather close to those of Asplund, et al. (2009) .
Results

Comparison with previous calculations
In (Scalo 1986 ) Initial Mass Function (IMF) with a slope of γ = −2.6, for the standard values of R 3α and R α,12 , and for both the AG89 and the L03 abundances. The difference in the yields due to the initial composition is largest for the 25 M ⊙ star, where the yields are reduced by ∼ 28 %, ∼ 15 %, and ∼ 81 % for 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe, respectively, in going from the AG89 to the L03 abundances. This effect is significant, but smaller than the effect of variations in the helium burning rates, as we shall see in the next subsection. The major difference in the abundance sets is the substantially reduced CNO content of L03 compared to AG89 (see Timmes et al. (1995) ; in Figure 1c , the 44 Ti yields are plotted for our study as well as for Rauscher et al. (2002) ; Thielemann et al. (1996) . The Thielemann et al. (1996) yields for 60 Fe are not shown because they were much smaller than the yields shown here. Limongi & Chieffi (2006) ; Timmes et al. (1995) only studied the yields for 26 Al and 60 Fe, so no 44 Ti yield can be shown.
The 26 Al yields found for most of these studies are in rough agreement, given the uncertainties due to reaction rate choices and astrophysical model differences described in the Introduction. The larger differences for 60 Fe can mainly be explained by the reaction rate differences discussed in Woosley & Heger (2007) . The yield curves of Figure 1 for the present study have dips at 20 M ⊙ for the three isotopes studied in this paper. This dip corresponds to an inversion of the monotonically increasing general trend in the mass-radius relation as noted by Limongi & Chieffi (2006) . A related behavior for the 20 M ⊙ star was observed for medium-weight isotopes (Tur et al. 2007; Rauscher et al. 2002) , as a result of merging of the O, Ne, and C burning shells about a day prior to the supernova explosion.
Effect of variations of the helium burning reaction rates
We adopt a three-character notation to label our plots, e.g., LA3, similar to the notation adopted by Tur et al. (2007) . The first character can be an "L" (to denote the L03 initial abundances) or an "A" (for the AG89 initial abundances). The second character denotes the study: "A", when R 3α was kept constant, and R α,12 was varied, "B", when both rates were varied by the same factor, so their ratio remained constant, and "C", when R α,12 was held constant, and R 3α was varied. The third character is the number of stars included in the IMF average; it is typically 3, for averages over the three stars (15 M ⊙ , 20 M ⊙ , and 25 M ⊙ ). When no third character is present the values apply to a single star.
Figures 2a-f show the yields of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe for the 25 M ⊙ star as a function of reaction rate for the three sets of rates (see Introduction) and for the two abundance sets we used: AG89 and L03. Figures 3a-f show the same for the IMF-averaged yields. The yield often varies non-monotonically and sharply with rate. We find a strong dependence of the yields on R 3α and R α,12 , and a smaller dependence on the initial solar abundances. The strongest variations occur for the 60 Fe yields, with weaker variation for the 26 Al yields, and still weaker variations for 44 Ti.
For the L03 abundances, in the LA series for the 25 M ⊙ star, the 60 Fe yield reaches a maximum value of 3.590×10 −4 M ⊙ when R α,12 is reduced by 24 % (relative to its standard value), and a minimum of 8.285×10
−6 M ⊙ when it is reduced by 48 %, a factor of ∼ 43 change in yield. Changes in R 3α can cause similarly large effects: in the LC series for the 25 M ⊙ star, the 60 Fe yield is at it maximum value of 2.400×10 −4 M ⊙ when R 3α is increased by 24 % (relative to its standard value), and a minimum value of 2.881×10 −5 M ⊙ when R 3α is reduced by 6 %, a factor of ∼ 12 change. Even for 44 Ti, differences of a factor of about 2 are observed for certain cases. The differences for the IMF averaged case are somewhat smaller but still substantial, especially for 60 Fe.
For the AB and LB series, where both rates are a given multiple of their standard values, the variations are weaker. The variation of the central carbon abundances with reaction rate is about one-third of that for comparable variation of the reaction rate R α,12 alone (Tur et al. (2007) ). This is consistent with the generally weaker variations in the yields of the radioactive nuclides.
Since the half-lives of 26 Al and 60 Fe (∼ 10 6 yr) are much longer than the average time between two galactic SNII events (∼ 2 per century), a steady state assumption, where the production rate balances the decay rate is reasonable. The changes in the production yields discussed above then translate directly into changes in the predicted photon flux.
More detailed results for variation of R 3α and R α,12 , and for the two initial abundance sets are given in Tables 2 and 3. We can compare our results to those of Imbriani, et al. (2001) at R α,12 = 0.7 and 1.6. Since we did not do simulations at these exact values, we have read values from Fig. 2a . The results, especially for 60 Fe, are subject to large extrapolation uncertainties. The energy dependencies of the reaction rates also differ. The ratio of our results at 0.7 to those at 1.6 for 26 Al ( 60 Fe) is 0.8 (0.6) and those of Imbriani, et al. is 0.17 (1.22) . Individual values of the yields agree within a factor of 2 − 3. It is difficult to judge whether these differences are significant, given the different assumptions on stellar physics that entered the calculations, as outlined in the introduction. Figure 4 shows the yields of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe for a 25 M ⊙ star using the L03 abundances at various stages of stellar evolution for the standard values of R 3α and R α,12 (Figure 4a ) and when R 3α is increased by 18 %, R α,12 maintained at its standard value (Figure 4b ). The stellar burning stages for which yields are plotted and that are also used in Figure 5 are:
Production mechanisms
He-ign: At this time 1 % of the helium has burnt in the center. Final: > 100 s after the passage of the shock wave. This includes mixing due to RT instabilities parametrized as in (Rauscher et al. 2002) and fallback (see also Young & Fryer 2007) . In Figures 5e,f this has been labeled as "SN mix ".
The convective history for the above two cases is shown in Figure 5a ,b and the times of the snap-shots are indicated. Figure 5c ,d shows the pre-supernova structure for these two cases including convective regions and mass fractions of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe. The inner dark gray region indicates iron core where we no longer follow detailed nucleosynthesis as these regions become part of the collapsing iron core and disappear in the remnant. Figure 5e ,f shows the distribution of the isotopes inside the star at the different evolution stages. Here, light gray regions indicate where detailed nucleosynthesis was no longer followed. Notably, in both of the last two rows of Figure 5 the vertical solid black line indicates the location of the "mass cut" after the supernova explosion -everything below that line disappears in the remnant. The solid lines and symbols in Figure 4 show only the contributions outside the this mass cut, the dashed line and hollow symbols show mass contained in the entire star as computed at each stage. In general, the piston in the SN explosion can be below the mass cut if there is "fallback" -mass that has first moved outward during the SN explosion, but then did not escape and fell back onto the compact remnant instead; in the specific cases shown here there was not such "fallback".
As is shown in Figure 5a ,b changes in reaction rates can cause significant differences in the convective history of a star. Convective zones can carry radioactive nuclei to cooler zones of the star where their effective lifetime is longer and their survival is enhanced. It can bring nuclei to hot regions where they can be destroyed, or transport "fuel" to very hot regions to synthesize nuclei. In our case we find a convective oxygen-burning shell visible at roughly 2 M ⊙ . In Figure 5a , this shell starts at approximately log(time till core collapse / yr) 1 of −3 and mixes with the carbon-rich layer above, whereas in Figure 5b where R 3α is increased by 18 % this burning layer starts at log(time till core collapse / yr) of −3.5 but does not mix with the carbon-rich layer above. In the case of merged layers 60 Fe is efficiently destroyed whereas it remains unchanged in the separated carbon layer (Figures 5c and 5d ) .
44 Ti, on the other hand, is efficiently produced at the bottom of the hot merged layer and mixed out throughout the entire convective domain, whereas in the case of separated layers only some of it is made at the bottom of the oxygen-burning layer and little is made in the carbon layer. The merging of the layers is also not beneficial to the production of 26 Al; this works better at the bottom of the separated carbon-burning layer of the star with the increased R 3α .
3.4.
26 Al A substantial amount of 26 Al is already present at core helium ignition as a result of the 25 Mg(p, γ) 26 Al reaction occurring during core H burning. This reaction is essentially the only means of production of 26 Al, even during the later stages of stellar evolution. During core helium burning we see most of 26 Al in the H envelope with an abundance peak at the location of the hydrogen-burning shell. In the helium-burning core 26 Al is mostly destroyed. The amount of 26 Al remains essentially constant until core O depletion and then increases in the later stages of stellar evolution where 26 Al is made in C shell burning. The amount finally ejected after explosion is about an order of magnitude larger than the amount present at helium ignition. A discussion of the reactions that create and destroy 26 Al in later burning stages is given in Limongi & Chieffi (2006) .
3.5.
60 Fe
Only a negligible amount of 60 Fe (∼ 3×10 −15 M ⊙ ) is present at core helium ignition. That amount rapidly increases to ∼ 1×10 −7 M ⊙ at core helium depletion and gradually builds up through the later stages until explosion. Most of it is found at the lower part of the split He-burning shell and is made after central oxygen depletion. This last point underscores the importance of virtually every stage in the star's life for the production of this isotope.
60 Fe is mainly produced by neutron capture on 59 Fe and destroyed by 60 Ni(n, γ)reactions. When the standard values of the helium burning rates are used, the pre-SN results show the destruction of some 60 Fe; when R 3α is increased by 18 %, this does not occur. This is due to the merging of the oxygen-burning and carbon-burning layers in the standard case which is not present in the case with the increased R 3α (Figure 5) . 60 Fe from the entire carbon-rich convective zone can be mixed to the bottom of the very hot oxygen layer where it is partially destroyed. The 60 Fe present in the He shell is not directly affected by this destruction, but due to the merging layers, the shell gets less hot and hence produces less 60 Fe (Figure 5e ,f ). There is a significant difference between the amount of 60 Fe ejected in those two cases: 3.933×10 −5 M ⊙ and 2.201×10 −4 M ⊙ , respectively, just as a result of variations in the helium burning rates.
44 Ti
The amount of 44 Ti present at core helium ignition is minuscule -∼ 0.25 g. It increases through the later burning stages, but remains below 1×10 −8 M ⊙ outside of the mass cut until core Si depletion for the case R 3α = 1.18, and still later for the standard values of the helium burning rates.
44 Ti is only made by O burning and later phases that all start off below the SN mass cut. A discussion of the reactions that create and destroy 44 Ti is given in Vockenhuber, C. et al. (2008) . Remarkably, there is a significant amount of 44 Ti at the pre-SN stage just outside of the Fe-core in the Si-Shell. All of this disappears inside the remnant in these two cases; only some 44 Ti that is made in O shell burning is being ejected. This contribution is significantly bigger in the case of the merged O/Ne/C layers of the standard case as compared to the split layers of the case with R 3α = 1.18. Whereas the standard case has 10x more 44 Ti in the pre-SN model outside the SN mass cut than the R 3α = 1.18 case, the final production in both cases is entirely dominated by SN explosions. It would, therefore, be sensitive to uncertainties in the explosion energy and the asymmetries in the SN, and how these depend on a pre-SN structure, which is quite different in the two cases. That is, if the explosion was different in the two cases and not a "standard" 1.2×10
51 erg explosion as we have assumed here, the 44 Ti yields might be quite different.
Discussion
We have shown that the uncertainties in the helium burning reaction rates cause large differences in the predicted yields of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe, with the changes in 60 Fe being particularly large. These yields are also sensitive to uncertainties in the rates of other im-portant reactions and in the approximate treatment of convection (Limongi & Chieffi 2006; Woosley & Heger 2007) ; there may also be sites other than massive stars that contribute to the abundances of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe. The changes we have examined here, however, give a lower limit on the overall uncertainties which is sufficiently large so as to limit deductions that depend on their yields. Including other uncertainties will only make the situation worse.
We considered only stars with masses less than 30 M ⊙ and consequently did not include the contributions of Wolf-Rayet stars. In the models of Limongi & Chieffi (2006) , Wolf-Rayet winds contribute less than half the yield of 26 Al in these heavier stars; Woosley & Heger (2007) find a similar contribution of wind and explosion for a 60 M ⊙ star. It seems reasonable to assume that the explosive process in Wolf-Rayet stars is subject to uncertainties similar to those we found for lighter stars, and that their overall contribution will be subject to similar uncertainties. This remains to be confirmed by further calculations.
Finally we consider two comparisons of the nucleosynthesis yields and astrophysical observations. As was mentioned above, in the steady state expected for isotope lifetimes short compared to galactic evolution times, the production rate of gamma rays is proportional to the amount of material made in a supernova explosion. Diehl et al. (2006b) have shown that the observed 26 Al gamma ray flux corresponds to a supernova rate of 1.9±1.1 events/century for an assumed value of the supernova yield. Since the gamma ray flux is proportional to the supernova yield for 26 Al, it is subject to the uncertainties in the yield shown in Figure  3a -f ; we must conclude that the uncertainty in this estimate of the supernova rate is much too small. A second comparison is to the ratio of the gamma fluxes from 26 Al and 60 Fe. If one assumes that for both nuclei the gamma rays come from supernovae, and that the contributing supernovae have the same distribution in space, then the ratio of the fluxes is the ratio of the numbers of nuclei produced, or flux(60)/flux(26) = (26/60)(yield(60)/yield(26)). The yield ratios are shown in Figure 6a -d. These ratios should be compared to 60/26 times the flux ratios summarized in Table 2 of Wang et al. (2007) , namely (60/26)(0.15 ± 0.06). The ratios shown in Fig. 6 are much larger for most values of the helium burning reaction rates, although the smallest values of the 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction rates do give ratios approaching the observed values. But given the size of the variations shown, it will not be possible to show that this value agrees with supernovae predictions until the helium burning reaction rates are much better known.
A different sort of comparison arises for 44 Ti. It is seen in the supernova remnant Cas A, but not elsewhere. Given conventional supernova rates, additional occurrences were expected . 44 Ti production is not particularly sensitive to the helium burning rates-see Figure 3a -f. Possible explanations include a lower production rate as occurs for some reaction rate combinations, or a lower supernova rate than assumed. As was pointed out above, 44 Ti production may be particularly sensitive to the supernova explosion physics. Young & Fryer (2007) have shown that these effects can be very large. A reference to our explosion model including supernova burning temperatures and time-scales as well as sensitivity of yields to explosion energy can be found in ; Rauscher et al. (2002) .
Conclusions
We explored changes in the core-collapse supernovae yields of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe arising from variations in the triple alpha and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction rates. We find that these changes are significant, sometimes more than an order of magnitude from the minimum to the maximum yield within the ±2 σ range of rate uncertainty considered here for both reactions. The changes were most important for 60 Fe, smaller for 26 Al, and still smaller for 44 Ti. The yield-rate relationship was found to be complex, i.e., non-monotonic, and sometimes with large changes for small changes in reaction rates. For this reason it is difficult to give a simple statistical uncertainty for the effects of changes in a reaction rate. The high and low predictions provide a reasonable estimate for a given uncertainty range. For the triple alpha reaction 1 σ rate changes are 1.0 ± 0.12 and for the 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction, 1.2 ± 0.3. Thus for a 25 M ⊙ star, the 60 Fe yield varies by a factor of 5.0 (3.4) for ±1 σ variations of the triple alpha ( 12 C(α, γ) 16 O) rate. Other ranges can be determined from Tables 2 and 3 . Obviously the detailed dependencies of the isotope production on the rates we varied may differ in other model calculations as they also depend on the stellar physics and modeling details.
We have isolated the effects on 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe yields, of variations in the helium burning reaction rates within their experimental uncertainties. These effects turn out to be large and limit the conclusions we can draw from comparisons with observational data. They provide a lower limit to the total uncertainties that will remain even if all the uncertainties mentioned earlier are eliminated. This highlights the pressing need for improvements in our knowledge of the triple alpha and 12 C(α, γ) 16 O reaction rates.
We also explored the dependence of the 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 60 Fe yields on the initial solar abundances used for the initial composition of the star: Anders & Grevesse (1989) versus Lodders (2003) . There again the dependence is complex, but smaller than that induced by changes in the helium burning reaction rates.
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